In this paper, we benchmark a variant of the well-known NSGA-II algorithm of Deb et al. on the biobjective bbobbiobj test suite of the Comparing Continuous Optimizers platform COCO. To this end, we employ the implementation of MATLAB's gamultiobj toolbox with its default settings and a population size of 100.
INTRODUCTION
NSGA-II [2] is arguably the most famous algorithm for multi-objective optimization. It is thus natural to be willing to benchmark it on the bi-objective test suite of the COCO framework [4, 7] . Because private implementations are arguably bug prone, we decided to use a "standard" implementation. We hence used the gamultiobj MATLAB implementation that is claimed to use "a controlled elitist genetic algorithm (a variant of NSGA-II)" where "An elitist GA always favors individuals with better fitness value (rank). A controlled elitist GA also favors individuals that can help increase the diversity of the population even if they have a lower fitness value" [6] .
Throughout the paper, n denotes the dimension of the search space, such that all bi-objective problems, considered here, are mapping R n to R 2 .
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMEN-TAL PROCEDURE
Our MATLAB implementation replaces the my_optimizer code within exampleexperiment.m of the COCO platform [4] by the function my_gamultiobj that is using gamultiobj and whose code is presented in Figure 1 .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. GECCO'16 Companion, July 20 -24, 2016 , Denver, CO, USA The gamultobj (NSGA-II) algorithm was run with a population size of N = 100, as long as the remaining budget allows this N to be used. All other parameters were set according to the default values [6] . The initial population is a mixture of one solution generated according to a normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix identity and N − 1 solutions generated by uniform sampling in between the smallest and largest value of interest (l = −100 and u = 100), as provided by the COCO platform for each problem. A tournament selection is used to select two parents for crossover from four random candidates. A ratio of 80% of the solutions is generated by intermediate crossover, whereas the remaining solutions are just copies of elite individuals. These individuals are mutated component per component using a Gaussian mutation with a standard deviation u − l and a crossover probability of 0.01. The budget of 10 5 n function evaluations was used to determine the number of generations. No restarts were performed.
CPU TIMING
In order to evaluate the CPU timing of the algorithm, we have run the gamultobj (NSGA-II) without any restarts on the entire bbob-biobj test suite [7] for 500n function evaluations. To be more precise, we run the algorithm for three different population sizes to see its impact on the runtime. The MATLAB/Octave code was run under MATLAB 2015a on a Linux Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 @ 2.67GHz with 6 cores. Table 1 shows the results. We observe that the time per function evaluation slightly increases with dimension and that a larger population size-and thus less internal computations for the same budget-is more time efficient. function my_gamultiobj (f, lower_bounds, upper_bounds, budget) n = length(lower_bounds); options = gaoptimset(@gamultiobj); options = gaoptimset(options, 'Display', 'off', 'PopulationSize',10, 'Generations',50*n); 
RESULTS
Results of gamultobj (NSGA-II) from experiments according to [5] , [3] and [1] and on the benchmark functions given in [7] are presented in Figures 2, 3 , 4, and 5, and in Table 2 . The experiments were performed with COCO [4], version 1.0.1, the plots were produced with version 1.1.
When looking at the results, in particular at the empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) of the runtimes to reach 58 target precisions, two general observations can be made. With a low budget (until around 100n function evaluations), only very few targets can be hit. This scenario coincides with the initial random initialization of the algorithm's population (and a bit beyond) and a closer inspection shows that the graphs are parallel to the ECDFs of a pure random search within this budget range (results not shown here). However, gamultobj (NSGA-II) shows a shift towards better performance that can be attributed to the initial search point which is chosen with a smaller variance as the other 99 solutions in the initial population. This initial search point is therefore likely to be produced closer to the origin and, by construction of the problems, potentially closer to the Pareto set.
Once the initial population is filled and selection takes place, the performance starts to improve. The ECDFs displaying the performance for different dimensions thereby show a wide spread and most of the time are degrading with the problem dimension. While gamultobj (NSGA-II) can solve 60% of the targets for all functions but the Sharp Ridge/Sharp Ridge function (f35) and in 18 of the 55 functions, even 80% or more of the target precisions can be reached within the given budget in 2-D, the algorithm reaches less than 20% of the target precisions in the given budget in 40-D for 36 of the 55 bbob-biobj functions. A few functions show an, at first sight, counterintuitive anomalie against this trend: on f7, f20, and f26, the difficulty of the problem seems not monotonously increasing with the problem dimension. Instead, the ECDFs related to higher dimensions are sometimes above the ECDFs related to lower dimensions. This can be best explained by the fact that the shown performance is relative to the best known approximations of the Pareto set which are used to define the absolute hypervolume reference targets for the performance assessment and which might be of different quality in the different dimensions. Note that the objective functions of the problems for which the non-degrading performance with dimension is the most pronounced (Sphere/Rastrigin (f7), attractive sector/attractive sector (f20), and attractive sector/Schwefel (f26)), are highly multi-modal or asymmetrical (except for the sphere in f7).
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